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Abstract: the article explores culture - it is a bride who can lead different countries to each other. Celebration is 

an event usually celebrated by the community and focused on certain characteristic aspects of this community, 

its religion or traditions. It is often celebrated as a local or national holiday. Next to religion and folklore, 

agriculture is a significant source. Celebration often serves to fulfill specific common goals, especially 

regarding celebration or thanksgiving. Uzbek people over centuries, traditions and customs of Uzbek people 

remained almost unchanged despite the desire of many invaders to impose alien culture on.  
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Аннотация: в статье расскрыта культура, как невеста, которая может вести разные страны друг к 

другу. Празднование - это событие, обычно отмечаемое сообществом и сосредоточенное на некоторых 

характерных аспектах этого сообщества, его религии или традиций. Он часто отмечается как 

местный или национальный праздник. Рядом с религией и фольклором значительным происхождением 

является сельское хозяйство. Празднование часто служит для выполнения конкретных общих целей, 

особенно в отношении празднования или благодарения. 
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Culture is connecting means with nation around the world. By learning another country’s culture people 

approach each other. That why without any doubt culture can be the bride that leading to nationality each other. 

People observe another culture and tradition and by these they find out information about that. Always culture 

shows about one country’s nationality, customs, traditions, literature, language, and stereotypes and so on like 

these. And every county has got their celebrations and they are based on culture and traditions. Celebrations are 

very important for any society. They bring families together; give people a sense of identify, and provide a break 

from the usual routines of life. An important benefit of traditional celebrations is that they give family member 

opportunities to spend time together. This is especially important in the modern world. Where families are 

becoming more separated.  

Family members often do not live in the same city, or even the same country, like they did in the past. When 

there is an important celebration, family members usually want to spend it together. Often they have special 

family traditions such as preparing special food together or gathering at a certain place. Families look forward to 

the special days in the year when can do these things together.  

Traditional celebrations give people a sense of identify. Celebrations that are traditional in a certain place or 

for a certain culture help people feel more connected to their place or their culture. They help people feel like 

they are part of something that is meaningful. Celebrations give people a break from their normal routines.  

Whether it is something that takes place every year or a one -time special event, a celebration is a chance to 

relax and have fun with friends and relatives. It is something that adds a little bit of excitement to life. Annual 



celebrations are especially important because they give people something to look forward to throughout the year. 

Humans have been enjoying celebrations since ancient times. Celebrations are important to individual, and 

society as a whole. In every country celebrations are different and have got their own specialty. At the beginning 

of the year every country celebrates New Year. However they made it in a different way [2]. 

For example in the western countries celebrate these holidays at the street with a lot of lights. The lights are 

the most important symbol of the New Year. Oppositely in northern countries do it at home with family 

members. They cook different meal, special foods. Other traditions are celebrated differently. A celebration is an 

event ordinarily celebrated by community and centering on some characteristic aspect of that community and its 

religion or traditions. It is often marked as a local or national holiday. Next to religion and folklore, a significant 

origin is agricultural. Food is such a vital resource that many celebrations are associated with harvest time. 

Religious commemoration and thanksgiving for good harvests are blended in events that take place in autumn, 

such as Halloween in the northern hemisphere and Easter in the southern. Celebration often serve to fulfill 

specific communal purposes, especially in regard to commemoration or thanksgiving. The celebrations offer a 

sense of blending for religious, social, or geographical groups, contributing to group cohesiveness.  

They may also provide entertainment, which was particularly important to local community before the advent 

of mass-produced entertainment. Celebration that focus on cultural or ethnic topics also seek to inform 

community members of their traditions the involvement of elders sharing stories and experience provide a means  

for unity among families. In Ancient Greece and Rome, celebration such the Saturnalia were closely associated 

with social organization and political processes as well as religion. In modern times, celebration may be attended 

by stranger such as tourist, who are attracted to some of the more eccentric or historical ones.  

In every country has their own celebration. For example; Uzbek people over centuries, traditions and customs 

of Uzbek people remained almost unchanged despite the desire of many invaders to impose alien culture on.  

The Arabs had the greatest influence on Uzbek customs and traditions, through the expansion of Islam 

throughout Central Asia. Islam traditions were closely intertwined with pre- Islamic beliefs and traditions, local 

culture, and firmly settled in the mode minds of the Uzbek people. Centuries -old customs and traditions of the 

Uzbek people are carefully maintained and passed on from generation to generation.  

Like many Asian nation, most celebration Uzbek customs are related with major family celebrations: 

wedding birth. These events include many rites and rituals, involving parents, children, brothers, sisters, 

immediate and remote relative’s even neighbors and guests, each one has its own role. In conclusion, culture is 

important role to develop around the relationship. People try to learn another country’s culture in order to come 

closer to another culture and their traditions.  

The whole community gets directed towards a faith, a surrounding full of good hopes, happiness, joy 

celebrations is created. It simply uplifts you bad mood and fills you with positive energy.  It gives you an 

opportunity to forget all thee not so good events of past an initiate fresh and new beginnings.      
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